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WITH ALL OUR EXTENSIVE KNOWLEDGE OF SENSORY CODING, sensory-
motor feedback loops, and motor control, we are still largely ignorant
about what enables animals to be such successful autonomous agents.
Even in arthropods with their tiny brains, we do not fully understand
how behaviorally relevant information is acquired, filtered, and processed
to guide behavior. This poses a fundamental challenge to neurobiology
(e.g., see Pflüger and Menzel 1999): Most of what we know about the
neural basis of visual processing, for instance, comes from experiments
using well-defined simple patterns, such as black and white stripes or ran-
dom dots, which were chosen to facilitate our interpretation of the neu-
ronal responses. In addition, in most cases, we have no alternative but to
study neurons out of context, in stripped-down organisms and in iso-
lated or sliced-up brain preparations, in order to be able to measure their
response properties.

Neurophysiological studies have revealed a wealth of information on
neurons and many of their interesting properties, but these properties are
not necessarily the only ones that are relevant under natural operating
conditions. Nervous systems are not general information transmission and
processing devices, but they have evolved to solve specific computational
tasks that are relevant to the survival and the fitness of an animal in a
given environment. Visual processing mechanisms are adapted to the
properties of the signals they encounter under these natural situations
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(e.g., see Simoncelli and Ohlshausen 2001; Burton and Laughlin 2003), as
recent studies using natural visual stimuli have demonstrated (e.g., see
Reinagel 2001; Felsen and Dan 2005). But in only a very few cases has it
been possible to observe the activity of visual neurons in their natural
habitat, even in vertebrates (but see McNaughton et al. 2006). Passaglia et
al. (1997) have recorded from single sensory fibers in freely moving horse-
shoe crabs under water, and Egelhaaf et al. (2001) and Lewen et al. (2001)
have studied the coding properties of motion-sensitive interneurons in the
blowfly as the fly and the recording setup was oscillated outdoors. An
alternative approach has recently been developed for both vertebrates and
invertebrates in which image sequences are recorded from the perspective
of an animal and replayed to visual interneurons in an experimental ani-
mal (e.g., see Kayser et al. 2004; Körding et al. 2004 in cats). From these
studies, it becomes increasingly clear, as we detail below, that the activity
patterns elicited by simple stimuli such as drifting gratings are qualita-
tively and quantitatively different from those elicited by naturalistic ones.

There is thus a need for neurobiology to “go wild” and to consider what
is biologically relevant in vision across the full inventory of visual tasks, not
just with respect to an isolated feature or a specific computation. In addi-
tion, the different ways in which animals move have consequences on what
they see, so that behavior itself has a major role in visual information pro-
cessing (e.g., see Land and Collett 1997; Eckert and Zeil 2001). A number
of important questions need to be addressed, including, What information
do neurons actually extract from the varying visual input stream? What are
the visual signatures relevant to important events? What are the conditions
and constraints under which the visual system operates and under which
it has evolved? What do animals do and what are the consequences of their
natural behavior for visual information processing?

In this chapter, we outline why we see “going wild” in visual neu-
roethology as one of the promising future avenues of neurobiology. The
systematic analysis of visual environments and visual tasks should help
us identify the visual information available to animals under natural
conditions and allow us to study how behavior and visual information
processing interact. We aim to demonstrate that invertebrates have a
number of advantages as subjects for research to understand visual pro-
cessing under natural conditions. Not the least important of these is that
their active space is often limited, so that their behavior can be moni-
tored in great spatial and temporal detail. We review examples of inver-
tebrate systems where one can monitor or manipulate behavior on a
moment-to-moment basis in the natural setting together with what ani-
mals actually see (as in fiddler crabs) or where one can record natural
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activity in great detail and reconstruct what they have seen (as in flies
and wasps). We point out in what way we believe “going wild” has pro-
vided crucial insights into the ecology of visual information processing.

FLY VISUAL INTERNEURONS AND NATURAL OPTIC FLOW

Optic flow processing in the fly is carried out by about 40–60 so-called
tangential cells in the third visual neuropil, the lobula, which all have rel-
atively large receptive fields and are tuned to different patterns of optic
flow (for reviews, see Hausen and Egelhaaf 1989; Krapp 2000; Borst and
Haag 2002; Egelhaaf et al. 2002). Tangential cells respond in a direction-
ally selective manner to visual motion, as it occurs during rotations about
the three body axes, and therefore are considered to form the neuronal
substrate for compensatory optomotor reflexes that maintain stability
during flight (see Chapter 5).

The conclusions that we reach about the coding properties of these
visual interneurons depend, however, on the details of the stimuli used to
investigate them, and these conclusions had to be revised radically after it
became possible to investigate how the neurons respond to natural scenes
and optic flow generated by the insects themselves in free flight. The recon-
struction of naturalistic optic flow was first done in indoor flight cages,
where the visual effects of insect movements can be accurately determined
and modeled, because the geometry of the environment is simple and its
visual texture is known (Schilstra and van Hateren 1998). Natural habitats,
however, contain objects distributed in complicated patterns in depth and
across the visual field, causing natural motion signal distributions to be
patchy, sparse, and unpredictable (Eckert and Zeil 2001; Zanker and Zeil
2005). To reconstruct optic flow outdoors, it is thus necessary to move a
camera along the flight paths of insects (Boeddeker et al. 2005).

When such natural optic flow was replayed to tangential cells, their
responses were seen to convey information not only about the rotational
movements of the fly, as thought previously, but also about close objects
seen during straight segments of flight, and thus, implicitly, on the spa-
tial relation of the insect to its environment (Boeddeker et al. 2005; Kern
et al. 2005, 2006; van Hateren et al. 2005; Karmeier et al. 2006).

The relative contributions that rotational and translational flow com-
ponents make to the response of these neurons can be quantified in two
ways. The first uses flight arenas, where the optic flow of a given flight
path can be reproduced not only for the original space, but also for
virtual spaces of increasingly larger size (Kern et al. 2005). When such
modified optic flow is replayed to visual interneurons, their overall
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Figure 1. Influence of arena size on the neural activity of fly lobula plate neurons
in response to behaviorally generated optic flow. (A) Horizontal angular velocity
(yaw) and the average responses of neurons (n = 4, low-pass-filtered with a Gauss-
ian standard deviation of 3 msec) to optic flow reconstructed for a given flight path
in the original flight arena and in virtual flight arenas with increasingly larger size.
(B–E). Coherence of yaw velocity (gray) and sideways angular velocity (black) for dif-
ferent cage sizes: 40-cm side length (original cage; B), 55 cm (C), 105 cm (D), and
235 cm (E). For C through E, the flight was centered in the virtual space. (Insets in
B–E) Original and virtual arenas as seen from above. The coherence quantifies the
similarity of self-motion parameters predicted from the neuronal response by the
optimal linear filter with the actual motion parameters as a function of frequency.
(Modified, with permission, from Kern et al. 2005.)

response profiles were found to change dramatically, because the trans-
lational flow field practically disappears with increasing arena size and
neurons respond primarily to the rotational components of the optic flow
(Fig. 1). At the flight speed of flies in the original 40-cm flight cage, all
objects further than about 1 meter away are effectively at infinity and
only contribute flow vectors during rotations.
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The second approach is similar, but done outdoors: By moving a
camera along different paths, outdoor optic flow can be reconstructed
along the original flight path of a fly, and also along the same path shifted
in space, away from close objects. When the same neurons are presented
with optic flow along a flight path that, for instance, was shifted 40 cm
further away from vegetation that the fly had originally approached, their
responses again mainly reflect the rotational components of optic flow,
because the strength of translational optic flow decreases with the dis-
tance of objects (Fig. 2) (Boeddeker et al. 2005).

When in flight, the fly makes finely coordinated movements of its
head and body that are essential for its visual system to extract behav-
iorally relevant information (van Hateren et al. 2005; Kern et al. 2006);
these are analogous to the eye movement saccades that we make to
investigate the visual scene. The flight path of a fly consists of straight
segments—translations—separated by fast changes in orientation
(Wagner 1986; Zeil 1986; van Hateren and Schilstra 1999; Tammero
and Dickinson 2002). Saccadic changes of flight direction are per-
formed as banked turns, which require a succession of thorax rotations
about all rotational axes, occurring in a fixed order, while gaze is sta-
bilized and rotational flow components are minimized (Hengstenberg
1993; van Hateren and Schilstra 1999). Gaze changes are performed by
head saccades, which are faster and shorter than body saccades (Fig.
2E,F) and thus aid the behavioral elimination of rotational compo-
nents from the optical flow pattern on the retina (Land 1973; van
Hateren and Schilstra 1999).

The inferred coding properties of fly visual interneurons depend not
only on the particular dynamics of optic flow, but also on the visual pat-
tern. When tested with drifting sinusoidal gratings, the fly’s movement-
detecting mechanism is seen to be sensitive to the contrast frequency of
visual stimuli, confounding the angular velocity of a striped pattern with
its spatial period (see Borst and Egelhaaf 1993). It therefore appears to
be ill suited for measuring image velocity (Srinivasan et al. 1996; see,
however, Zanker et al. 1999; Higgins et al. 2004). Yet, electrophysiologi-
cal experiments and model simulations have shown that the responses of
these neurons become less dependent on texture when they are stimu-
lated with broadband natural scene patterns (Dror et al. 2001; Shoemaker
et al. 2005). In fact, when presented with natural optic flow dynamics,
motion detector model output is very similar in response to natural scene
or random dot textures (Lindemann et al. 2005). From a functional point
of view, the invariance of these biological motion detectors to changes in
texture has the big advantage that it makes motion estimates robust
against variations in scene properties.
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Figure 2. Responses of visual interneurons to optic flow reconstructed along out-
door flight paths. (A) Flight path of a blowfly landing on a leaf outdoors. Positions
and orientation of the fly are shown every 10 msec, with the head marked by a dot
and the orientation of the body axis by a line attached to it. (B) Orientation of the
fly’s longitudinal body axis (solid line) and flight direction (dashed line) in the exter-
nal coordinate system (top) and yaw angular velocity (bottom). (C) Individual (top)
and average (bottom) response of a visual interneuron (right HSE-cell) to optic flow
experienced during the flight shown in A. (Gray lines in the bottom panel) Response
of HS cells to the optic flow generated during the original flight sequence; (dashed
lines) response to optic flow from which the translational components had been
removed. (D) Detailed comparison of responses to original optic flow with responses
to modified optic flow. (Top) Optic flow from which the translational components
had been removed (gray area in C). (Bottom) Optic flow generated on a path that
had been displaced by 40 cm away from the landing site. (E) Saccadic changes in yaw
body orientation (black) and gaze (gray) of flies flying in a cubic flight arena (40 x
40 x 40 cm). (F) Mean time course of 620 saccades to the right, with amplitudes
between 20° and 30°. (A–D: Modified, with permission of Springer Science and Busi-
ness Media, from Boeddeker et al. 2005.) (E–F: Modified, with permission of The
Company of Biologists Ltd., from van Hateren and Schilstra 1999).
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In the “real life” of a fly, then, the activity of motion-sensitive neu-
rons during straight segments of flight represents the image flow gener-
ated both by nearby objects and by residual rotations. The challenging
question now is whether and how downstream neuronal circuits decode
the rotational and translational response components of these motion-
sensitive cells. They might be extracted in a computationally parsimo-
nious way by temporal frequency filtering, because translational image
flow is confined to low frequencies and thus could be segregated from
the rotational flow that dominates the higher frequencies (Fig. 1B) (Kern
et al. 2005, 2006; van Hateren et al. 2005; Karmeier et al. 2006). The neu-
ronal responses may thus be used not only for the stabilization of gaze,
but also for detecting obstacles, gaps, landmarks, or landing sites and to
adapt flight speed to the spatial layout of the environment. Bees, for
instance, slow down when they fly through a narrowing passage and
speed up again when it becomes wider (Srinivasan et al. 1996).

Clearly, such properties of neurons would be very difficult to detect
and to study without some way of working with unrestrained animals in
their normal environment or some way of recreating this environment
in a realistic and interactive way (e.g., see Schuster et al. 2002). Although
visual environments are self-similar on a certain level of image statistics
(e.g., see Simoncelli and Ohlshausen 2001), in any specific case, the eco-
logical context helps us to ask neurons the relevant questions. As our
examples of fly motion-sensitive neurons illustrate, it is becoming
increasingly clear that the particular spatial structure of natural scenes
and the specific properties of behaviorally generated, and in that sense
natural, optic flow are important aspects of what makes a relevant stim-
ulus for these cells (Egelhaaf et al. 2002).

LEARNING FLIGHTS AND VIEW-BASED HOMING

In many cases, like the one we just described for flies, eye movements are
organized in such a way as to aid visual information processing by gen-
erating a particularly structured visual input (for review, see Land and
Collett 1997; Land 1999a). Some insects use structured movements that
are tailored to produce relative movement of objects at different distances
(motion parallax) to aid range discrimination. They employ this active
vision strategy because the range in which stereoscopic vision can be used
to gain depth information is very limited because most insects have close-
set eyes (e.g., see Srinivasan 1993). Bees have been shown to actively
acquire range information to detect raised edges between textured sur-
faces by adopting a flight strategy that provides them with motion par-
allax cues (Lehrer and Srinivasan 1994). Other examples of active vision
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strategies are the peering movements made by locusts and praying man-
tids (for review, see Kral and Poteser 1997), or the zigzag flights by wasps
when encountering novel landmarks (Voss and Zeil 1998). In some cases,
we know how animals use the information they have actively gained. We
discuss here an example where this is far from clear.

A wealth of evidence suggests that insects find their way back to
places of significance using remembered views (Collett and Zeil 1997,
1998). However, the acquisition of visual memories in this context does
not appear to be straightforward and simple. For instance, when a
ground-nesting wasp or bee departs for a foraging trip in the morning,
it goes through an elaborate procedure, which serves to acquire a visual
representation of the nest environment that will later guide it safely
home. These learning flights or “turn-back-and-look” procedures (Lehrer
1993) have a distinct organization that is astonishingly similar across
different species of wasps and bees (for review, see Zeil et al. 1996).
Ground-nesting wasps, for instance, upon leaving their nest entrance,
turn back to face it and then begin to pivot around the nest in a series
of arcs (Fig. 3A). During these pivoting movements, they steadily gain
height above ground at about the same rate as their distance to the goal
increases, so that the nest entrance is seen at about 45° below the hori-
zon in the ventral visual field. The wasps also turn against the pivoting
direction in such a way that the nest entrance is held in the frontolateral
visual field (Fig. 3A). While they back away, the wasps’ speed above
ground increases proportionally with distance from the goal.

Why do insects move in this way during learning flights, and how
does this elaborate acquisition procedure relate to their ability to find
their way back home? A number of suggestions have been made to
explain the computational significance of these learning flights (see Col-
lett 1995; Zeil et al. 1996), including (1) they serve to systematically link
a series of snapshots taken at different spatial locations relative to the
nest; (2) they generate motion parallax information that could be used
to filter out shadow contours, to distinguish close from distant land-
marks, or even to gain information on their absolute distance; and (3)
they act as a return flight simulation in which the animal continuously
checks how views change close to the goal and whether the visual repre-
sentation it already has acquired is sufficiently robust for successfully
guiding the subsequent return.

There is a need then to find out what visual information the insects
extract during such learning flights. We know that ground-nesting wasps
do learn the location of their nest relative to landmarks throughout these
flights, because shifting them during such a flight leads to an equivalent
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Figure 3. Organization of learning flights in ground-nesting wasps (Cerceris aus-
tralis). (A, Left) Three-dimensional flight path; (top right) time course of distance
from burrow and height above ground (see schematic diagram for definitions of
parameters). (Inset) Histogram of retinal elevation of nest entrance for the same
flight; (bottom right) time course of body axis orientation, bearing, and retinal
azimuth position of the nest entrance. Gaze direction was estimated from body axis
orientation at 50 fps. (B) Head and gaze orientation for a learning flight (horizon-
tal positions [dots] and true gaze directions of a wasp [lines] are shown on the left)
as determined at high resolution and at 500 fps. Positions are labeled every 0.5 sec-
ond. Note the saccadic changes in true gaze direction (light blue trace on the right)
and the resulting retinal position changes of the nest entrance (green trace).
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shift of their subsequent search distribution (Zeil 1993a). Ground-nest-
ing wasps, solitary bees, and honeybees are able to judge the distance
between a goal and close landmarks, independently of their apparent size
(Zeil 1993b; Brünnert et al. 1994; Lehrer and Collett 1994), although in
many situations, insects locate places by matching the apparent size of
landmarks, an observation that has led to the so-called “snapshot mem-
ory” hypothesis (e.g., see Collett and Land 1975; Wehner and Räber 1979;
Cartwright and Collett 1983, 1987).

Individual landmarks can dominate the search distribution of hom-
ing insects, provided they are close to the goal and salient. Landmark
removal experiments, however, show that the insects also memorize more
than the appearance of individual objects (e.g., see Zeil 1993b; Graham
et al. 2003). Indeed, panoramic snapshots uniquely define a location in
space, especially outdoors (Zeil et al. 2003) and therefore are also increas-
ingly being used in robotics (e.g., see Franz et al. 1998; Vardy and Möller
2005). It is interesting in this context that wasps look in the same direc-
tions during learning flights and return flights and some of their flight
dynamics are also similar (Collett and Lehrer 1993; Zeil 1993b; Collett
1995), a prerequisite for accurate image matching.

To investigate the problems involved in view-based homing under
natural conditions, where it is hard to predict how salient landmarks are
and how views change, we reconstructed what ground-nesting wasps see
during learning and homing by recording the three-dimensional flight
paths of the insects together with the orientation of their heads, using
two high-resolution and high-speed digital video cameras. We then
moved a panoramic imaging device along the same paths with a robotic
gantry, recording image sequences from the perspective of the wasp dur-
ing learning and homing flight maneuvers (see Zeil et al. 2003; Boeddeker
et al. 2005; W. Stürzl et al., in prep.).

This method of reconstruction now allows us to determine the image
transformations that the wasps create by their particular flight pattern,
and how the views correlate with those the wasps see during their return.
We discovered a number of properties of learning and return flights that
had been difficult to recognize before and that challenge some of our cur-
rent ideas. First, like flies, wasps change their gaze in a saccadic manner
and move by a rapid series of translations, during both their learning
(Fig. 4A) and their homing flights (Fig. 4C). Each translation is followed
by a fast, saccadic head movement, which during learning, seems to cor-
rect for the shift of the retinal position of the nest entrance caused by
the previous translation (Figs. 3B and 4A). Second, during the return
flight, the insects experience varying patterns of small and large image
differences, relative to what they had seen during learning (Fig. 4B). Small
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Figure 4. (A) Wasp’s orientation, bearing, and the retinal position of the nest entrance
over time during a learning flight. Same time axis as the matrix of image differences
(ID) in B. (B) ID matrix between each position along a return flight (vertical axis)
and the previous learning flight (horizontal axis). Panoramic images were taken at
each position and at the appropriate orientation of the wasp during its learning flight,
and IDs were calculated between the image experienced at that point of time and the
images experienced at all other locations during the learning flight. Each color-coded
element of the ID matrix corresponds to the sum of squared pixel differences between
two images, with small image difference values marked in blue and large difference
values marked in red. (C) The wasp’s orientation, bearing, and the retinal position of
the nest entrance over time during the return flight. (D–F) ID matrices for different
30o-wide elevation ranges above the horizon (D) and below the horizon (E, F).
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image differences (blue areas in Fig. 4B) occur when the orientation of
the returning wasp is similar to the orientation it had while fixating the
nest entrance laterally during learning. Third, areas of small image dif-
ferences are linked in time during a return flight, and some form “val-
leys” that lead toward the goal (bottom left corner in Fig. 4B), for image
differences both above the horizon (Fig. 4D), which are mainly affected
by differences in orientation, and below the horizon (Fig. 4C, D), which
are in addition strongly affected by differences in position.

We do not yet know whether and how these patterns of image dif-
ferences guide homing wasps. We also caution that our technique does
not at this stage deliver a truly veridical reconstruction of the visual
input experienced by the insects: It takes time to reconstruct flight paths,
the gantry cannot be moved at the flight speed of wasps, and the imag-
ing device is much larger than the insect, so that we cannot reconstruct
views close to the ground. However, we believe that developing these
techniques is a step in the right direction: They allow us to systemati-
cally investigate the natural conditions in which homing insects operate
and the way in which behaviorally guided vision and visually guided
behavior interact. Insects offer us unique opportunities to study view-
based homing in their natural habitats, because they repeatedly perform
this task at a defined location, thus allowing us to monitor them closely,
and because we can record their gaze direction, while they behave freely.
The latter condition is particularly difficult to achieve in vertebrate ani-
mals (but see Land and Hayhoe 2001; Körding et al. 2004; Hayhoe and
Ballard 2005). We next discuss  a third example of an information pro-
cessing task that is crucial for many animals, but that is very hard to
comprehensively describe in terms of visual processing without the help
of yet another invertebrate animal.

ORGANIZATION OF PREDATOR AVOIDANCE AND 
THE QUALITY OF INFORMATION

Many animals respond to an approaching predator with a distinct sequence
of behaviors that serve to minimize risk and at the same time appear to
maximize information on the actual threat (Hemmi 2005a,b; Hemmi and
Zeil 2005). The problem prey animals face is that the sensory cues they
have on the presence and movements of predators do not necessarily cor-
relate well with the actual threat. This information deficit is one of the rea-
sons that animals employ a staged sequence of behaviors in response to
predators, such as freezing, running for cover, and vigilance behavior. In
prey animals that rely on vision to detect and identify predators, we know
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little about the kind of visual information they have available in making
these decisions (e.g., see Cronin 2005; Hemmi and Zeil 2005), and in most
cases, we are not in the position to characterize the detailed flow of visual
information available to an animal during the different stages of its preda-
tor evasion response. The main problem is that it is usually very difficult
to monitor in the natural setting both an animal’s behavior and what it
actually sees. One exception, where this is possible, involves an invertebrate
with an unusually complex, but transparent lifestyle—which is in most
aspects continuously open to observation—and which therefore allows us
to begin to reconstruct how this animal perceives and responds to its bird
predators on a moment-to-moment basis.

Fiddler crabs live on open mudflats and within mangroves in the
tropical and subtropical intertidal zone. They graze on the surface dur-
ing low tide, for the most time less than 1 meter from their individual
burrows, which serve as a refuge against a variety of predatory birds
(Land 1999b; Ribeiro et al. 2003). Because the crabs normally do not ven-
ture far from their burrows, are fast runners, and are able to locate their
burrows with great precision, flying birds cannot intercept them. Instead,
birds have to either find crabs without a burrow or wait for burrow own-
ers to come back to the surface. The behavior of the crabs can be mon-
itored continuously throughout their daily activity together with the
position of their eyes, which do not make directed eye movements. Their
compound eyes have a panoramic visual field and a peak resolving power
of about 0.5–1°, so that simple bird dummies can be used to elicit the
predator avoidance responses of the crabs (for review, see Hemmi and
Zeil 2005; Zeil and Hemmi 2006).

In this natural situation, when a crab becomes aware of a predator,
it first freezes, which makes it less detectable, but also improves its own
visual signal because its eyes are not moving. It then runs back to its bur-
row where it stops again, continuing to gather information. Next, it may
enter its refuge, minimizing risk at the cost of losing visual information
about the state of the world. It stays for a variable length of time in the
refuge, before resurfacing and reassessing the situation from a position
of relative safety, before deciding to continue its normal activities.

We know that soon after a crab sees a bird dummy moving parallel
to the mudflat, it responds by running home (Hemmi 2005b). At this
stage, the visual signal is nonspecific and its information content is very
low, being restricted to ambiguous cues such as angular size and angu-
lar speed: It does not allow a crab to identify the predator, nor its direc-
tion of movement (Fig. 5B). Despite this information deficit, the initial
hair-trigger response is context-dependent; a crab responds earlier, the
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Figure 5. How fiddler crabs respond to predators. Fiddler crabs respond to
approaching dummy predators within an egocentric frame of reference. (A)
Repeated approaches of a black spherical bird dummy (gray lines) toward the cen-
tral crab. The coordinate system has been rotated such that the burrow–crab vec-
tor always points upward, and the crab has been fixed at the center. All trials where
the dummy moved from left to right have been flipped over for clarity. (Black dots)
Positions of the dummy at the moment the crabs responded form an annulus
around the crabs’ positions. The concentric gray rings around the burrow position
are 25 cm in width. (B) The cumulative response probability, i.e., the probability
that a crab responds to an approaching dummy before it reaches a given distance
to the crab, shows that the crabs respond later to dummies that approach more
directly. (C) The output of a two-dimensional network of elementary motion detec-
tors (EMDs) (see Zanker and Zeil 2005) in response to an image sequence show-
ing the approach of a tern as seen from a crab’s perspective. Two frames of the
sequence are shown on the left bird. The location of the bird has been marked by
a black circle. The image on the right shows the network output for the whole
sequence. Motion direction has been color-coded. The output is given for an EMD
network with a sampling base of 1° and a time constant of 80 msec. (A and B mod-
ified, with permission from Elsevier, from Hemmi 2005a,b.)
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further away it is from its burrow (Hemmi 2005a), and it also takes note
of what other crabs are doing (Wong et al. 2005). A crab normally stops
at the entrance of its burrow; it can now afford to wait and gather more
robust visual information on the direction of approach and the distance
of a bird.

The change in apparent size (looming) and the changes in retinal
elevation of the approaching bird are potential visual cues, which have a
high information content regarding the direct risk of predation. The
image of a bird on a collision course does not shift position in the visual
field, but simply increases in apparent size. A bird on a path passing
directly overhead, on the other hand, would be seen at constant azimuth
as it approaches from a distance, but at higher and higher elevations in
the visual field, in addition to growing in apparent size. The image of a
predator approaching along a trajectory that is offset from a direct
approach would shift position in azimuth and less so in elevation on the
crab’s eye. Looming, however, is the most reliable indication of approach,
and neurons in the crab brain that are sensitive to such looming stimuli
may perform computations very similar to the so-called lobula giant
movement detector of locusts (Gabbiani et al. 1999; Rind and Simmons
1999), discriminating between objects approaching on a collision course
and objects that fly by (Gray et al. 2001).

These cues determine not only whether and when crabs decide to
descend into their burrows, but also how long they will stay underground
(Jennions et al. 2003; Hugie 2004). Furthermore, at some stage of their
response sequence, the crabs seem to decide whether a given visual sig-
nal can in the future be ignored or not: After a while, crabs become less
responsive to the dummies they continue to see, but their response does
not habituate when the same dummy keeps approaching from a distance
(Zeil and Hemmi 2006). We do not yet know what the rules are for this
elementary form of learning and what visual signatures provide robust
and reliable predictors for bird behavior. So far, we have used dummies,
which move in straight lines and have no flapping wings. Real birds, how-
ever, provide potentially much richer visual signals, which need to be
identified. The wing beats of an approaching bird, for example, are clearly
visible in the output of a two-dimensional elementary motion detector
network (see Zanker and Zeil 2005) when it is stimulated with an image
sequence recorded from the perspective of a fiddler crab (Fig. 5C).

The visual signatures of predatory birds and how they affect decision
making in fiddler crabs thus still await a full description and analysis.
What we can say, however, is that visual information processing in this
example is context-dependent in several ways: The responses of crabs
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depend on the state of their path integrator, which provides them with
information on how far away the burrow is (multimodal context); they
may respond to the antipredator behavior of other crabs (social context);
they appear to respond to different cues at the different stages of their
predator avoidance strategy (behavioral context); and they habituate to
specific aspects of predator-related visual information (historical context).

Clearly, these crucial components of information processing can only
be uncovered and analyzed in situ; that is to say with the animal’s func-
tional, social, and ecological integrity intact and in the space in which
they occur. Like ants and bees, whose motivation to forage and ability to
learn have helped us understand, for instance, the computational struc-
ture and the ecology of navigational abilities (e.g., see Srinivasan et al.
1996; Giurfa and Capaldi 1999) and of learning and memory dynamics
(e.g., see Menzel 1999), fiddler crabs are another invertebrate example
with unique potential for neurobiology: Because they play out their lives
so openly and in such a simple visual environment, they allow us to mon-
itor under natural conditions the visual input stream together with all
aspects of their behavior. They thus enable us to generate testable pre-
dictions about the underlying information-processing strategies that
must be implemented in the crabs’ neural systems to perform such tasks,
as the discussion below shows.

KEEPING TRACK OF MULTIPLE OBJECTS:
BURROW SURVEILLANCE IN FIDDLER CRABS

Animals need to move around in order to forage, mate, and maintain a
territory. A fundamental problem they face is that they cannot be every-
where at the same time and need to allocate their presence in such a way
as to assure the ownership of their assets. They are particularly challenged
to protect their nests or shelters while being absent. Even in situations in
which the world is unobstructed and assets can be monitored from far
away, the problem remains how to identify threats effectively, by recog-
nizing when another animal is approaching the resource.

Fiddler crabs live in such an unobstructed world and the asset they
care most about is their burrow. They cannot see their burrows from
even a short distance away, because of perspective foreshortening and
visual clutter (Zeil and Layne 2002; Ribeiro et al. 2006). Yet the crabs are
exquisitely sensitive to other crabs approaching their (invisible) burrow
(Hemmi and Zeil 2003a,b,c). They are able to be so because the world
they inhabit has a predictable geometry, allowing them to combine
information from the path integration system with visual information
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to solve the task of measuring the spatial relationship between their
invisible asset and a moving conspecific. Foraging crabs respond to
another crab approaching their burrow whenever that animal
approaches to within a certain distance of the burrow, irrespective of its
direction of approach and therefore irrespective of the distance between
the owner and the intruder (Fig. 6A,B).

This judgment of allocentric, not egocentric, relations is possible
because in the flat world in which fiddler crabs live, the visual projec-
tion of the burrow environment changes predictably as a crab moves
away from it. The crab “knows” about this transformation, because its
path integration system monitors its movements relative to the burrow
and informs the visual system about the transformations necessary to
survey a constant area around the burrow. Crabs show us that they
know, because they respond earlier if they themselves are further away
from their burrow.

Burrow surveillance in fiddler crabs is thus a further example that
justifies the need for “going wild.” As in predator avoidance, visual
information processing in burrow surveillance is dependent on the
behavioral context, which determines the state of path integration. How-
ever, even though the visual detection task is almost identical in both
contexts, the information the crabs use to make a decision is actually very
different. Although the crabs should respond when either predator or
conspecific has reached a certain distance from the burrow (e.g., see
Ydenberg and Dill 1986), in the predation context, they do not have the
necessary information and are forced to respond in an egocentric fash-
ion. In burrow surveillance, they can respond in an allocentric fashion,
because the geometry of the task offers them more direct information
about the threat. This ability of fiddler crabs to combine visual and non-
visual information and to make use of the predictable geometry of their
visual world would have remained undetected if these animals were taken
out of the natural context in which they normally operate.

Going wild again helps us to ask animals (and neurons) the right
questions and to design appropriate experiments. For instance, the bur-
row surveillance task can be explained by the use of a small number of
matched retinal filters, which take into account how a circular area
around the burrow is mapped onto the retina at different distances from
the burrow (Fig. 6C) (Hemmi and Zeil 2003a,b,c). Because crabs are
always aligned sideways toward their burrow, this matched filter bank can
be hardwired with a constant azimuth orientation in the lateral visual
field, but stacked at different elevations. It should be possible to test at
least some aspects of this prediction in electrophysiological experiments.
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Figure 6. Burrow surveillance in fiddler crabs. The crabs respond to approaching
dummy crabs within an allocentric, burrow-centered frame of reference. (A) Repeated
approaches of the dummy (gray lines) toward the burrow (central gray circle) of crabs.
The coordinate system has been rotated such that the burrow-crab vector always
points upward and the burrow has been fixed at the center. All trials where the dummy
moved from left to right have been flipped over for clarity. The black dots, which form
an annulus around the crabs’ burrows and not around the crabs themselves, mark the
position of the dummy at the moment the crabs responded. The concentric gray rings
around the burrow position are 5 cm in width. Only experiments where the crab was
between 20 and 25 cm away from its burrows are included. Note the difference in
scale compared to Fig. 5A. (B) The estimated cumulative response probability, i.e., the
probability that a crab responds to an approaching dummy before it reaches a given
distance to the burrow. (C) A proposed matched filter for burrow surveillance.
Because crabs align their longitudinal body axis with the direction to their burrow,
there exists a simple retinal mapping of the distance of any point on the mudflat to
the crab’s burrow (central gray circle). (Gray lines and black dots) Dummies’ approach
trajectories and position at the moment of response as in A. The concentric gray rings
shown in A are also remapped into retinal coordinates. The retinal mapping of bur-
row distance depends on the crab’s distance from its burrow and is shown here for a
distance of 20 cm. Only experiments where the crab was between 15 and 25 cm away
from its burrow are included. (Modified, with permission of the Company of Biolo-
gists Ltd., from Hemmi and Zeil 2003b,c.)
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OUTLOOK

There is still a huge gap between what we know about information pro-
cessing in the real life of animals and what we know about how these
abilities are implemented at the neural level. The gap exists for good and
technical reasons: With rare exceptions, neurobiological analysis has to
work with restrained animals, which are removed from their normal
operating conditions. When we study the properties of neurons in these
situations, we constantly face the problem that we may ask them the
wrong questions. We cannot be sure that our stimulus regimes address
their normal operating range and mimic the normal context in which
they have evolved. Behavioral ecology and ethological analysis in turn
have no access to operating neurons and thus, in most cases, cannot by
themselves identify the pattern of ongoing neural activity and informa-
tion-processing constraints. In the end, however, information processing
has to be understood in the ethological and ecological context. Behav-
ioral analysis is needed to identify the necessary computations, and the
challenge for vision scientists is to do so in terms of the image-process-
ing problems these computations pose under real-life conditions. As far
as invertebrate vision is concerned, there are many successful examples
where such an analysis has led to specific hypotheses that have been or
can in principle be tested in electrophysiological experiments.

In many cases, however, we do not know what the information-pro-
cessing problems are under natural conditions, especially because vision
works in a closed loop and can strictly only be studied in the freely behaving
animal. For the time being, natural vision in invertebrates has to be stud-
ied by reconstruction and by carefully tailored ethological studies that pro-
duce specific and testable hypotheses. We have introduced a number of
examples and discussed the methodological difficulties involved, but also the
novel and crucial insights that can be gained by attempting to “go wild” with
neurobiology. We hope that they motivate more neuroscientists to venture
outside their laboratories and become neurocomputational naturalists.
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